Chinese Conversations

Organized by the Confucius Institute of Rutgers University (CIRU)

Wednesdays starting from 9/27/17 to 11/15/17 at 12-1:15PM
Light lunch provided
Venue: 24 College Avenue

Please sign up by sending your name, contact information, affiliation with Rutgers, and level of Chinese in an email to fuhualiu66@gmail.com.

Phone: 848-932-2490
Fax: 732-932-7324
Email: ciru@rci.rutgers.edu
Follow us on Facebook!

Chinese Conversations is open to all current Rutgers students and recent graduates who are interested in expanding their knowledge of Chinese language and culture. It is organized by the Confucius Institute of Rutgers University (CIRU) to provide students with an informal, fun learning environment for practicing Chinese and bonding with fellow students over their shared interest in Chinese culture. Each lunchtime meeting is dedicated a particular topic and explores differences between Chinese and American culture. Members of the Chinese Club have premier access to the latest information about various cultural enrichment programs and scholarships for visiting or studying in China.

All students who have completed 101 or equivalent are welcome to join.

For more information, please visit http://www.ciru.rutgers.edu